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This game is currently in Early Access 0.8.0

ArchMMO 2 is a Voxel 3D MMORPG with races, factions, guilds, parties, pets, mounts, PvP, PvE, quests, and an open-world
map! Explore the world of Arch today!

ArchMMO 2 is being upgraded and developed every day, and now, it's on Steam. Steam is the best platform for an indie game
to gather attention. Thank you for playing ArchMMO 2, and I can't wait to see what's going to happen in the future!
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Currently, Weapons are a big thing I want to keep adding to. Every update will include new weapons, up to level 50! This will
increase a large amount of gameplay!

GOALS

Quests, quests, quests! A needed addition to all MMO's. I am working extra hard on creating meaningful quests for the Human
class in the game. Currently, the human class is the only fully supported class. The Undead will be after at-least 50+ quests are

made for the human race. More quests = more enemies, more items, more weapons, and more people.

Magic and Skills are also a hugely important part of the game. I want to have some creative buffs, debuffs, and castings. This is
all being implemented in a later update. Quests and items are the priority right now.
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Title: ArchMMO 2
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
CG Creations
Publisher:
CG Creations
Franchise:
ArchMMO
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i3-4130

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GT 630

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Sound

English
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First of all, the game is really short — all locations are shown in the trailer, though you'll visit some of them multiple times —
and the ending may seem underwheliming because it doesn't solve the main mystery of the game. But thematically Legendary
Gary is quite focused, the idea of "game within a game" which also crosses with reality as in Neverending Story is developed
very well, and you may also have that "hey, this game is also like my life" feeling from time to time.
The fights with simultaneous turns are quite interesting. There's not many of them, and most are easy (a couple are harder, more
puzzle-like). It's also interesting how the characters' and enemies' (enemies often are characters too) skills and behaviour reflect
their personas.

Overall, nice little game.. Well worth every cent. Autumn fields are my new favourite;-). Good game, won’t say great as it’s not
there yet. Game physics I love it. Graphics still not up to what UE4 can do. Track looks old school... bad textures for track and
rough. Does not look like modern graphics. ambient occlusion no good. 3D models not good for track.

After finishing moto3 taking all pole and all wins, still getting offers from grid last team is stupid. Even when I finished moto2
all pole and all wins, all I get is offer from Aprilia and crap teams. Not realistic.

Bike settings not so fine tunable. Traction control needs more settings. St least 8 where as it’s only 3. Wheele control not present.
Fuel Map not present and still calling it a sim is funny.

Pro mod is what I game with and I need more settings to fine tune and mess with.

Game is good but it’s a one time deal. It’s not as good as it should be. I would not recommend if you are looking for immersion.
Feels so dead.
. I couldn't finish this game, but for a coimpletely personal reason. I was only able to put in a couple minutes before I had to quit
because of motion sickness.

Something about the FP in this game was nauseating and I couldn't continue past the hospital. I really wish I could continue, but
completing the game isn't worth vomiting and a severe headache. So if you have rather bad motion sickness like me (as in, so
bad that simply moving your head while sitting in a car is enough to induce dizziness), this game may not be for you.. Requires
an account in Uplay
but otherwise one of the best city building games out there.

10\/10
. Just a fun game also its amazing that you can look at all points of the battle field and even control some of the turrets. A great
game ruined by horrid optimization and a terrible camera. The disk version doesen't seem to suffer from the same problem.
Multiplayer scene is dead and half the time you can't even connect to the internet. Aside from the terrible optimization the
singleplayer story and missions are quite fun and discovering all the easter eggs was a blast.. knowing is half the battle:
http://www.airbuccaneers.com/tutorials/
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Flood of Light is a beautifully hand-drawn 2D puzzle game that serenades the player with piano music while they travel through
a city solving puzzles. Although the game is quite basic in regards to gameplay, the audio and visuals combine to make a very
enjoyable and overall relaxing experience.

My only critiscsm of Flood of Light is that although the game is in English, it is clear that it was not the devs primary language as
there are some small grammatical errors through-out. Not a big deal, just something to keep in mind if you decide to pick it up.

I would recommend Flood of Light to those who enjoy games like Journey and Abz\u00fb, or for someone who wants to relax
after a long day at work or school.. this game flickerd during play time.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/DADiwdKiDa8

Yay.... armswinger.

Not a fan of armswinger locomotion and it's the only option here. Aside from that it's a decent little game for the price. The
mazes could have been more maze like though. It felt like I was walking down a single path that occasionally had a minor
branch off that ended almost immediately. I never felt like I could get lost or like I was actually in a maze.

The enemies were creative and most looked pretty impressive. As a whole I thought the game looked pretty good. Nothing
spectacular but definitely above average.

I'm borderline on this one but I think that's mostly my bias against armswinger. If I try to take that out of the equation I think I
have to give it a thumbs up.. Just skip this one, developer thought it would be a good idea to release a game with barely any
content

6 stages, that's it.

And the developer thought it was a brilliant idea to have an achievement for clearing 36 consecutive tracks, with no break in-
between, that means that if you fail near the end, you just lost 15 minutes, and given that some tracks, especially tha latter ones
are designed with no margin of error in mind, one tiny mistake early on and your chance at winning is 0%.. Hi i started playing
this game on kongregate. Its awsome the dev is clearly devoted and loves what he does. i have had a ton of fun with this game, if
your looking for a game to spend a few minutes here and there look no futher.its a bargin at this price verry fun, amazingly
addictive and completly awesome its a perfect pass time if your wating or bored u will not be dissapointed.it takes a little bit of
time to complete but i enjoyed every minute.. this game is CLASSIC... i have no more to say...you know!?!

5/5. Genuinely one of the better remastered games as of late. Its basically the original but all pretty now. Great game and
constant updates helping all those people having problems.. I was severely disappointed in the both the length of the game and
the story. Luckily, I purchased the game during a sale, not at it's full price of $14.99 which is frankly too much for the quality of
the game. Graphically, the game looks pretty good but there are some issues with that also: weird graphical artifacts from the
volumetric lighting, framerate hiccups, etc.

Some of the "puzzles" I stumbled upon the solution by accident, others I spent too much time trying to figure out. Some of the
interactive "tasks" don't make much sense either or have no impact on the "story".

As for the story, I'm not really sure what's going on there. There are in-game tapes and notes that shed almost no light on what
happened at the station, but there's a bunch of stuff thrown in there that doesn't go anywhere, doesn't get fleshed out, and
definitely isn't wrapped up by the ending.

Overall, that best part of the game is that I only wasted $3 on it. I kept holding out hoping that there'd be a little more story
given during the ending, but nope. If it was Early Access I'd said hold on to your hope that they add more content or fix the
story later. Too bad.. Just a short review, which I have to write, so I can recommend this game (and I will post the same review
at Avernum 4, 5 and 6 pages).

After finishing the second Avernum trilogy (4, 5 and 6) I can honestly say, this was one of the most rewarding roleplaying
experience I had in a long time. I played a lot of rpg titles, from classics like Eye of the Beholder, Ultima 7 and Infinity Engine
games to newest games like Skyrim, Mass Effect and Dragon Age series, and although Avernum does not have fancy graphics, I
still think this series is one of the best rpgs ever.
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Avernum has great setting and story, great playability, decent length (about 100 hours) and many sidequests and secrets.
Leveling up system is balanced and nowadays almost forgotten turn-based combat is a welcomed change from flashy action
oriented battle systems. An old-school rpg which proves, that doesn't need "ultra high detailed" graphics to create an immersive
atmosphere. Highly recommended.. hahs godo tiemas
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